Van Vliet New Plants is specialized in introducing and managing new plants, protected by plant breeders rights (PBR) and has agencies all over the world. Ask for brochures of other special species from our extensive collection.

**Clematis montana** ‘Giant Star’ is a beautiful climber with dark green foliage and has very large flowers. In May, June and July ‘Giant Star’ flowers richly with semi-double 10 cm (4”) large soft pink flowers. ‘Giant Star’ grows beautifully over a shed, against a wall or fence, or over a pergola. The plant does not require any pruning, unless the size of the plant needs to be limited. ‘Giant Star’ flowers on new wood and likes a place in full sun or semi-shade.

**Clematis montana** ‘Double Delight’ is a wonderful fast growing climbing plant which can be grown in any location (even north facing) and does not require pruning. It has scented double white flowers in spring and early summer and again on maturing vines later in the season. ‘Double Delight’ has very strong healthy looking foliage which is great for covering sheds, pergolas, walls and fences. The white double flowers have yellow anthers in the middle. Its fragrance ranges from vanilla to chocolate.
**Clematis montana 'Morning Yellow'**

Clematis montana 'Morning Yellow' is a fast growing climber blooming with semi-double pure white flowers. The vigor and flowering richness of this Clematis is unsurpassed. When the flowers open, they are cream, finally fading to pure white. The anthers are also beautifully white. From April until the early summer, 'Morning Yellow' blooms with its 6 cm (2”) large flowers. The plant is very disease resistant and is best planted in full sun or in semi-shade.

**Clematis montana 'Pink Starlight'**

Clematis montana 'Pink Starlight' has striking semi-double, two colored 5 cm (2”) flowers. The four lower petals are soft pink and the second inner circle of smaller petals is dark pink. 'Pink Starlight' has long soft yellow anthers, clearly visible against the background of the dark and soft pink petals. The beautiful pink flowers stand off beautifully against the green foliage. 'Pink Starlight' is best planted in full sun or semi-shade.

**Clematis alpina 'Imke'**

Clematis alpina 'Imke' is a very hardy and strong growing climber. 'Imke' flowers in April and May with double, 5-8 cm (2-3”) crimson red flowers. In June 'Imke' has a second flowering. The flowers have long bright yellow anthers, contrasting nicely with the crimson petals. The strong and dense growth of 'Imke' makes it an excellent plant to cover a fence or shed. 'Imke' likes a spot in the sun or semi-shade.

**Clematis montana 'Rosebud'**

Clematis montana 'Rosebud' is a strong climber and as much perfectly suited to climb a wall, a pergola or to cover a shed. From late spring to early summer, 'Rosebud' flowers with semi-double, warm, soft pink flowers. The bright yellow anthers are clearly visible in the light heart of the flower. Without pruning 'Rosebud' can grow up to 8m (26 ft) tall. 'Rosebud' likes a spot in the sun or semi-shade.